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Abstract
Data management plans are free-form text documents describing the data used and produced in
scientific experiments. The complexity of data-driven experiments requires precise
descriptions of tools and datasets used in computations to enable their reproducibility and
reuse. Data management plans fall short of these requirements. In this paper, we propose
machine-actionable data management plans that cover the same themes as standard data
management plans, but particular sections are filled with information obtained from existing
tools. We present mapping of tools from the domains of digital preservation, reproducible
research, open science, and data repositories to data management plan sections. Thus, we
identify the requirements for a good solution and identify its limitations. We also propose a
machine-actionable data model that enables information integration. The model uses
ontologies and is based on existing standards.
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Introduction
Data Management Plans (DMPs) are a compulsory document accompanying project
proposals or project deliverables submitted to research funders or further funding
bodies. They describe which data is used and produced in an experiment, where the data
is archived, which licenses and constraints apply, and to whom credit should be given.
DMPs were introduced to make data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable
(FAIR) (Wilkinson et al., 2016). DMPs are created manually by researchers who use
checklists. There are also online tools that provide questionnaires tailored to the specific
funder’s needs1,2.
Despite the efforts of the digital curation community to familiarise researchers with
the best practices in data management, the information provided in DMPs is vague. The
quality of information not only depends on the expertise and scrupulousness of the
person writing the DMP, but also on the stage at which the DMP is created. When a
DMP is written at the end of a project, important data may not be available anymore. A
DMP is supposed to be a living document, but it is sometimes considered as a redundant
bureaucracy. It is created and updated not when the data is actually produced, but when
it is required for reporting. Due to its free-form text, questions can remain unanswered,
or the answers can be very generic.
This problem has been recognised by the community and is being discussed within
the Research Data Alliance. Participants of the CERN workshop discussed
shortcomings of DMPs and ways of addressing them. They identified ‘encodings for
exporting DMPs’ as one of the next developments needed3. Automation and machineactionability were identified as key factors enabling deployment of European Open
Science Cloud (European Commission, 2016). In parallel, a wide range of tools and
concepts were proposed to improve the reproducibility of data intensive experiments.
All of these tools are used at different stages of the data curation lifecycle and serve
different purposes. However, they all have direct access to the data that is processed.
Thus, they can provide the most detailed documentation of the experiment. We can
reuse this information and feed it (semi-) automatically into DMPs. To achieve this, we
need a machine-actionable data model that allows organising this information in a
structured way. Currently, there is no such model that could accommodate these needs.
For this reason, we propose machine-actionable data management plans (maDMPs)
that cover the same themes as standard DMPs, but particular sections are completed
with information obtained from existing tools. maDMPs can be considered as
automatically collected metadata about experiments. They accompany experiments
from their very beginning and are updated during their course. Consecutive tools used
during processing read and write data from maDMPs. maDMPs can become a universal
format for exchange of (meta-) data between the systems involved in processing. For
example, a workflow engine can add provenance information to the maDMP, a file
format characterisation tool can supplement it with identified file formats, and a
repository system can automatically pick a suitable content type for submission and
later automatically identify applicable preservation strategies. maDMPs improve
reproducibility of scientific experiments, because they structure and facilitate
1
2
3

DMP Online: http://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk
DMP Tool: http://dmptool.org
CERN workshop on Active DMPs:
http://indico.cern.ch/event/520120/attachments/1302179/2036378/CERN-ADMP-iPRES206.pdf
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maintenance of automatically captured information. Researchers benefit from having
less bureaucratic procedures to follow. Funders and repositories can automatically
validate DMPs. For example, they can check whether the specified ORCID 4 or e-mail
are correct, whether the data is available at the specified repository, and whether the
data checksums are correct – in other words, whether the information reflects reality.
In this paper we present our ongoing work on realising maDMPs. We analyse
existing tools from the domains of digital preservation, reproducible research, open
science, and data repositories that cover the full data lifecycle. We present their mapping
to the Digital Curation Centre (DCC) checklist, discuss lessons learned, and identify
limits of automation and machine-actionability. Based on that, we define requirements
for machine-actionable data management plans and propose a data model. The model
uses ontologies and is based on current data management plan themes. It also reuses and
integrates with existing domain specific standards.

Mapping
The starting point for our investigation was a hypothesis that it is possible to reuse
existing information to feed it into maDMPs. This information is captured by tools
included in scientific investigations and developed to support researchers during the
whole data curation lifecycle, ranging from metadata dictionaries to virtualisation and
containers. To organise this information in a systematic way, we need a machineactionable data model. We presented this initial hypothesis at the RDA plenary meeting
in Denver and received positive feedback 5. In this section, we present the mapping of
identified tools and standards to DMP sections (aka themes).
In our analysis we used the Digital Curation Centre checklist v4 (DCC, 2013) that is
a generic template for DMPs. It is based on common funder requirements and is reused
and customised by institutions that either translate or select subsets of categories. Thus,
we ensure that our analysis of categories included in the majority of DMPs is
comprehensive.
We also looked for tools and standards in the domains of digital preservation,
reproducible research, open science, and data repositories that cover the full lifecycle of
data in the following categories:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11



Collaboration platforms to enable virtual collaboration, but also backups and
versioning, e.g. Open Science Framework6, Jupyter Notebook7;



Workflow engines to describe the data transformation process, e.g. Taverna 8,
Pegasus9;



Provenance to provide evidence on how the experiment was conducted, e.g.
PROV-O10, OPM11;

ORCID: http://orcid.org
8th RDA Plenary meeting slides: https://www.rd-alliance.org/group/active-data-management-plansig/post/slides-actionable-dmps-presented-joint-meeting-denver
Open Science Framework: http://osf.io
Jupyter Notebook: http://jupyter.org
Taverna: http://taverna.org.uk
Pegasus: http://pegasus.isi.edu
PROVO-O: http://w3.org/TR/prov-o/
OPM: http://openprovenance.org
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Tools to track execution of experiments and to port them to other environments,
e.g. CDE, PMF12, ReproZip13;



Virtualisation and containers to encapsulate an experiment’s environment, e.g.
Vagrant14, Docker15, Research Objects16, HDF517;



Metadata and ontologies to provide necessary context, e.g. PREMIS 18, Dublin
Core19;



Data repositories to store and share data, e.g. CKAN20, Zenodo21, Phaidra22;



Unique identifiers and data citation to precisely locate the data, e.g. DOI 23,
recommendations of the RDA working group on Data Citation 24.

Table 1 presents the mapping of DMP sections to existing tools and standards. We
are still working on its extension. The columns Section and Guidance correspond to the
DCC DMP Checklist v4. Based on the guidance for each question, we identified
Keywords. In the last column, we present the identified tools and models. Our intention
was not to create a complete and finite list of tools, but to identify such that cover
questions addressed by DMPs. We were able to define mappings for each section. This
shows that existing standards, tools and models provide suitable information, enabling
maDMPs implementation. Naturally, the maturity and uptake of each tool and model
vary across disciplines. Hence, before maDMPs can be introduced, it will be necessary
to modify, extend and integrate them. This may require further discussion within
specific communities, but aligns with the recommendations from “Realising the
European Open Science Cloud” that states:
‘The complexity of the current data-sharing practices and mechanisms
requires gentle, rather than restrictive, regulation of existing ontologies,
especially across domains, with identifier mappings as practiced already in
various communities” (European Commission, 2016).

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Process Migration Framework: http://ifs.tuwien.ac.at/dp/process/projects/pmf.html
RepropZip: http://vida-nyu.github.io/reprozip/
Vagrant: http://vagrantup.com
Docker: http://docker.com
Research Objects: http://researchobject.org
HDF5: http://support.hdfgroup.org/HDF5/
PREMIS: http://loc.gov/standards/premis/
Dublin Core: http://dublincore.org
CKAN: http://ckan.org
Zenodo: http://zenodo.org
Phaidra: http://phaidra.org
DOI: http://doi.org
RDA Data Citation Recommendations: http://rd-alliance.org/group/data-citation-wg/outcomes/datacitation-recommendation.html
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Table 1. Mapping of tools and models to sections of DCC DMP Checklist v4.
Section

Question

Keywords

Administrative
Data

ID, Funder, Grant
Reference Number,
PI / Researcher ID,
Contact, Date of
Last Update

administrative

What data will you
collect or create?

type, format,
size

Data Collection

Tools and Models
Tools: directory services
(LDAP, Active Directory) and
ORCID for user information;
DOI for DMPs;
Models: FOAF, Dublin Core;
Tools: content profiling (FITS,
DROID, C3PO, exiftool),risk
registries (PRONOM);
Models: PREMIS;

How will the data
be collected or
created?

provenance,
process
description,
versioning,
naming
convention

Tools: execution monitoring
(CDE, PMF, reproZip),
workflow engines (Taverna,
Pegasus), virtualisation and
containers (Docker, VBox),
code repositories (GitHub);
collaboration platforms (OSF),
virtual environments (Jupyter);
Models: PROV-O, OPM,
Dublin Core, Context Model;

Documentation
and Metadata

What
documentation and
metadata will
accompany the
data?

metadata,
documentation

Tools: wikis (redmine,
confluence, OSF, GitHub),
readmes, generated
documentation
(nanopublications, javadoc),
Docker file for Docker images;
Models: domain specific
standards (biosharing.org),
Dublin Core;

Ethics and
Legal
Compliance

How will you
manage any ethical
issues?

ethics, access
control

DMPs are awareness tool, text
description needed (DMP
Roadmap);
Models: see access control and
security;

Storage and
backup

25

How will you
manage copyright
and Intellectual
Property Rights
(IPR) issues?

licenses,
policies

How will the data
be stored and
backed up during
the research?

storage,
backup

Tools: EUDAT tool,
PERICLES Policy editor;
Models: Creative Commons
Ontology25
Tools: Institutional storage and
cloud services (ownCloud, data
centres)
Models: new developments
needed

Creative Commons Ontology: https://www.w3.org/Submission/ccREL/
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Section

Selection
and
Preservation

Data sharing

Question

Keywords

Tools and Models

How will you
manage access and
security?

access control,
security

Tools: collaboration platforms,
directory services;

Which data should
be retained, shared,
and/or preserved?

preservation
planning

Tools and Models:
preservation planning (Plato
and SCAPE project)

What is the longterm preservation
plan for the
dataset?

repository,
costs

Tools: repositories (re3data,
Zenodo, Phaidra); costing tools
(CCEx);

How will you
share the data?

sharing,
marketing,
identifiers

Models: Basic Access Control
ontology26

Models: PREMIS
Tools: repositories, data
sharing platforms (GitHub,
datahub, Zenodo), social media
(twitter, Facebook), community
portals (Researchgate,
LinkedIn);
Models: new developments
needed;

Are any
restrictions on data
sharing required?

embargo, legal
regulations

Tools: DMPs are awareness
tool, text description needed
(DMP Roadmap);
Models: PREMIS, Publishing
Status Ontology27;

Responsibilities
and Resources

Who will be
responsible for
data management?

roles

What resources
will you require to
deliver your plan?

resources

Tools: directory services;
Models: FOAF, Dublin Core;
DMPs are awareness tool, text
description needed (DMP
Roadmap), applies mostly to
initial DMPs.

Analysis and Requirements
In this section, we present the analysis of DMP requirements and discuss lessons
learned from the mapping. We also describe limitations and derive requirements for a
data model that will underpin machine-actionable data management plans.
DMP Phases
DMPs have different states and are evolving documents. When a DMP is required
before the actual research starts, then it is less detailed and should be considered in
26
27

Basic Access Control Ontology: http://www.w3.org/ns/auth/acl
Publishing Status Ontology: http://purl.org/spar/pso
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terms of a DMP proposal. At this stage, it is rather an exercise for researchers to identify
any constraints on using the existing datasets and to select services enabling
collaboration and backup of data during the project. In this phase, most of the
information is textual; hence there is little that can be automated in terms of information
sourcing and its validation. However, this textual information can be organised into a
document following a precise schema, so that the respective paragraphs can be easily
filtered, for example, for reporting or presentation on a web page.
When DMPs are created during the project rather than at its end, then more
information is available, because the actual research and experiments are already being
performed. This is when the tools discussed in the mapping are used. Hence, this is the
stage in which the machine-actionability of DMPs will bring most of benefits, but there
are still questions that require textual input. These are mostly questions asking for
explanations about decisions taken during the project, such as reasons for using a
particular dataset or standard.
DMP Relation to Data
One of the major problems of standard DMPs is their generality. They specify what kind
of data is produced and where it is stored, but there are cases when there is insufficient
information to enable the accessing of this data, for example, lack of DOI or access
rights. A possible solution to circumvent this problem is to pack the DMPs together with
the actual data, similar to the way that Research Objects do (Bechhofer et al., 2013).
Research Objects can be seen as folders in which research data is organized. They also
contain an ontology file that annotates each of the files within the folder structure to
provide a type of metadata about each file. However, such a solution is limited, because
it only applies to experiments that produce low amounts of data. It does not scale up for
the big data. Hence, maDMPs should not be packaged together with data, but rather
contain a precise list of data objects, their classification and precise information,
allowing its unambiguous location and validation. We should consider maDMPs as
metadata about scientific experiments. The link to the actual data can be established
using combination of parameters such as: name, type, hash, DOI. Such information is
lightweight and can be automatically captured, and validated.
DMP Openness
Despite standardisation efforts, there are still many co-existing and overlapping
schemas in Bioinformatics. A similar situation can be observed in other disciplines.
There is no single solution that addresses all needs at once. We cannot decide which
metadata standards are best for each area. This stems from the common practice within
a given research area. maDMPs must be flexible to accommodate these different needs
and must reuse existing standards. For example, the PROV-O ontology is one of the
provenance standards. There is no need to develop a new standard specific to DMPs, as
well as to force a single one.
It is also not our role to decide how to implement an experiment, that is, we cannot
say whether someone should use a workflow engine, implement a python script, and so
on. We also cannot require the use of containers, such as Docker, or virtual machines.
These are researchers’ decisions and stem from community good practice and other
recommendations, such as FAIR. Hence, the maDMPs must allow for the description of
experiments with differing qualities of data management, i.e., both well and badly
managed. However, the machine-actionability will ease their evaluation.
IJDC | General Article
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DMP Closed Questions
The manual input and textual descriptions are inevitable, because DMPs also require
explanations for actions taken, for example, “Explain why you have chosen certain
formats” or “If you need to restrict access to certain communities or apply data sharing
agreements, explain why”. However, it is possible to transform these questions into
closed questions in which the user must select answers from a pre-defined list. For
example, the EU commission identified three most common reasons for opt-out and not
sharing data: (1) privacy, (2) intellectual property rights, (3) sharing might jeopardise
project’s main objective 28. These could be used as possible answers in a questionnaire.
Similarly, other categories in which manual input is required can be converted into
closed questions using questionnaires. For example, when choosing a repository in
which the data is to be preserved, the user can be presented with an overview of data
objects identified in previous steps and asked to select whether the given object is
preserved, where, and for how long. Furthermore, based on previously provided
information, such as, file format, volume, licences, the tool supporting information
acquisition (e.g. DMP Roadmap) could suggest a repository that best fits the
requirements. Such automation is possible when the answers are selected from a predefined list and not as free text.
DMP Machine-Actionability Limitations
Machine-actionability allows the automation of information collection, integration, and
validation. In a perfect world, the maDMPs would enable these three actions for each of
its categories, thereby almost completely reducing effort from researchers and
evaluators. However, we have identified that this is not possible for each category.
Below we discuss each of these actions and provide examples of what is possible, and
what is not.
Automatic information collection
DMPs contain two kinds of information. First, that which describes the
characteristics of actual data objects used and produced in the experiment. This is
covered in categories such as Data Collection or Metadata. Second, that which
describes actions and conditions that apply to this data, such as backups, versioning, or
licenses.
In the first case, we can automatically collect information on the data from an
environment by deploying monitoring systems, reading out embedded metadata,
importing provenance traces that are captured by workflow engines, or using content
profiling tools to identify file formats and size. This is possible because we can depend
on tools that are either used by researchers during experiments, or by other stakeholders,
such as repositories. In the second case, automatic information collection is limited. For
example, it is not transparent to research tools whether data is backed up or not. This is
both the case when backups are performed manually by researchers copying it to a
different location, or automatically when running computations in a controlled
environment. In such cases maDMPs still need to depend on manually provided
information, whether necessary measures are in place. Similar considerations apply for
legal compliance and ethics. Such problems can be addressed by interactive

28

EC Open Data: https://ec.europa.eu/research/press/2016/pdf/opendata-infographic_072016.pdf
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questionnaires and their output can be fed into maDMPs. An example could be the
EUDAT license selector29 that helps in when selecting a proper license.
Automatic information integration and reasoning
Machine-actionability enables querying of information for reporting or further
processing. It also helps in the auto-completion of information by re-using information
provided once in different contexts, as well as to infer inexplicit information. This is
possible using pre-defined rules. For example, when one of the data objects described in
a DMP is a GitHub repository then the system can infer that this data is versioned.
Similarly, if data is located in a cloud service such as ownCloud 30 run by Geant, then a
system can infer that data is backed up. This is possible only if a given system is known
to a tool that processes maDMPs.
Furthermore, information on each data object can be used to automatically create
aggregations and statistics such as the size of a collection, file types, licenses used,
restrictions on reuse, etc. This is especially useful when DMPs are created for
intermediate reporting and are snapshots of ongoing research.
The information provided in a structured way, following a vocabulary of terms, can
also be useful when the data is read from a maDMP, for example, when the data is
handed over to a repository. If there are any restrictions on access to data, they can be
compared with the policies of a repository. Projects like SCAPE (Becker et al., 2014)
and PERICLES (Biermann et al., 2016) worked on automation of policies.
Such examples show that machine-actionability does not mean that data is only
automatically collected. There are cases when manual input is required, but once the
information is organised following a vocabulary of terms and using a schema, then it is
possible to benefit from integrations and reasoning.
Automatic information validation
Information validation can be understood as: (1) validating whether all required
information was provided, (2) validating whether the provided information is not
contradictory, (3) validating whether the information is true.
A precisely defined schema enables the validation of DMP completeness. This is
independent of whether the information was provided manually or automatically.
The rules and reasoning described above can also be used for the validation of
information. For example, we can identify that a dataset which has an embargo period
and contains personal sensitive data cannot be preserved in an open access repository.
However, the main challenge lies in validating whether the provided information is
true and reflects reality. As with automatic information collection, we can more easily
validate much of the information describing the data itself than actions and conditions
applying to the data. Hence, it is possible to check, for example, whether a user with a
given ORCID exists (in a registry, not as a human), if a provided DOI links to an
existing dataset, or if hashes of files match to their provenance traces. However, in
categories depending on manually provided information and those in which access to
the infrastructure is limited, we still have to depend on the honesty of people completing
a questionnaire. For example, we are not able to determine whether a given dataset can
be used in an experiment or whether the backups are really performed. In fact, this is a
matter of the machine-actionability of Service Level Agreements, policies and in
general trust in a supporting infrastructure.
29
30

EUDAT license selector: https://ufal.github.io/public-license-selector/
ownCloud: http://www.geant.org/Services/Storage_and_clouds/Pages/ownCloud.aspx
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It is important to understand these limitations of maDMPs and we need to keep in
mind that DMPs are not only a technical documentation of an experiment, but also an
awareness tool, and this will not change when we move to maDMPs.
Requirements
Based on our observations, we formulated requirements for maDMPs presented below:
1. maDMPs must follow a precisely defined schema to enable machine
actionability;
2. maDMPs must be open to be able to incorporate new data types, models and
descriptions;
3. maDMPs cannot impose limits on technologies and must allow experiments to
be implemented using any technology of choice;
4. maDMPs cannot be an evaluation means per se – they must be able to describe
both good and bad data management practices and enable their later evaluation;
5. maDMPs must accommodate needs for manually completed information that
cannot be evaded;
6. maDMPs should use closed questions whenever possible and depend on
controlled vocabularies, thus reducing the need for textual descriptions;
7. maDMPs must be customisable – the principle of one-size-fits-all does not apply
here. maDMPs must adapt to best practices of each domain;
8. maDMPs must be scalable – they should be able to describe both small local
experiments, as well as distributed experiments. Thus, they should contain
descriptions and links to data objects, but not the data itself;
9. maDMPs must link to unique and identifiable entities, such as people,
repositories, and licenses thus enabling validation.

Data Model for maDMPs
In this section we propose a data model that can be used to implement maDMPs. We
derived it based on the requirements defined in previous sections and analysis of
information modelling techniques.
We devised a common model for maDMPs that fulfils these requirements. It is an
OWL ontology which can be found online31. The study of information modelling
techniques suggests that the hybrid approach for the integration of models is suitable for
maDMPs (Wache et al., 2001). It requires a top-level vocabulary to which the models
are mapped. The proposed common vocabulary is based on DMP themes 32. Domain
specific standards can integrate with it. Thus each community or research funder can
31
32

Common model for maDMPs: http://purl.org/madmps
Revised DMP themes: http://www.dcc.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/tools/dmpOnline/DMPthemes-FINAL-Dec2016.pdf
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devise their own maDMP implementations that best suit their needs and practices.
Similar to standard DMPs, the implementation requires identifying the required scope
of information and the existing standards that best reflect community needs.
Figure 1 presents an example of an instance of the model. It contains a root element
Data Management Plan that links to two data objects that are described by a maDMP:
File and Source Code. Data Object is a generic class that can be further specialised
using the right term from a controlled vocabulary of object types, for example, File,
Source Code, Compiled Software, Container, Virtual Machine, and so on. For each of
the data objects one must define object properties that reflect DMP themes. For
example, has Metadata object property links to Metadata about the File. The specific
metadata information is modelled using domain specific standard and is not depicted in
Figure 1. If an object property is not defined for a given object, then this is a clear
indicator that a DMP is incomplete. Each of the objects representing themes contains a
data property with information on a standard that is used as an extension. This is
information for machines enabling automatic selection of the right parser for reading out
information.
The proposed architecture that uses a common model and requires domain specific
extensions will not result in a multitude of incompatible maDMP solutions, because all
of them have a common vocabulary that can be seen as a common interface for
accessing information about an experiment. Such a common interface enforces that all
sections of DMPs are covered, or are intentionally omitted if not applicable in a given
domain. Furthermore, the common model is extensible and can adapt to changes. For
example, containers such as Docker are becoming one of the means of increasing
reproducibility of experiments. They can also be considered as data objects that have to
be covered by DMPs. An extension to the controlled vocabulary of DMP terms would
enable this without having impact on other DMPs.
In Miksa et al. (2016) we have shown on a use case from biomedical domain how
information on file formats, provenance, technical dependencies, and validation
requirements can be automatically collected and integrated into a common model using
extension ontologies. Figure 2 depicts an excerpt of such a model. The maDMPs can be
modelled in a similar way.
The proposed model is a technical solution needed to realize maDMPs and the
researchers do not have to interact with it any way. It is an important building block, but
other developments are needed, such as pilot studies in different domains to identify
domain specific extensions to the core model and necessary tools integrations.

Figure 1. Example of the proposed common model for machine actionable DMPs.
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Figure 2. Example of integrated ontologies for describing file formats (orange), technical
dependencies (green), provenance (dark grey), and validation requirements (light
grey) of a scientific workflow (yellow) (Miksa et al., 2016).

Benefits and New Opportunities
In this section we discuss what benefits maDMPs bring to various stakeholders and
what new opportunities arise when maDMPs are introduced.
FAIR maDMPs
We can consider maDMPs as metadata about scientific experiments. maDMPs follow a
formally defined schema and provide a rich description of data objects used and created
during research. They also contain references to existing datasets. maDMPs enable
automatic generation of landing pages that summarise experiment descriptions and
provide a single point of information on an experiment. Each maDMP can have its own
unique identifier. Thus, they support each of the FAIR principles.
maDMPs Repository
Currently, researchers are encouraged to publish their DMPs in selected journals. When
searching for relevant DMPs they use text based search using keywords. The machineactionability of maDMPs gives more search options by using similarity metrics that
identify DMPs which use similar resources, standards, technologies, or require similar
infrastructure, skills, or budget for implementation.
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Evaluation of Data Management Practices
For reviewers and research evaluators, the criteria on quality for DMPs and experiment
reproducibility are highly subjective. If it happens that data is provided in an open
repository like Zenodo, but does not have proper organisation and metadata description
that would enable its reuse, the data may meet the requirements of publishers because it
has a DOI, which is the only thing that can be easily checked manually by reviewers.
This is because there are no quantitative measures that could assess how good a DMP is
or how replicable the experiment is. This has a direct impact on the reuse of
experiments, because the reusing researchers do not know how to estimate the time,
computational resources and skills needed for re-execution. Current research focuses on
estimating costs and resources needed for sharing and digital preservation of objects
from the perspective of data producers and repository managers (4C Consortium, 2015),
but there is no research on the costs and resource needed for re-execution of such reused
experiments.
The automatically collected information represented in a machine-actionable data
model can become a basis for further evaluation of replicability of experiments. We can
devise new metrics that will enable quantification of replicability, taking into account
ease of reuse, costs, computation power required, availability of resources, skills
required, portability, and so on. They will cover both functional and non-functional
aspects. Thus, we will be able to benchmark existing approaches and classify in what
way they support replicability.

Conclusion
Data Management Plans are compulsory documents describing the data used and
produced in scientific experiments. They are free-form text documents whose quality
depends on both expertise and scrupulousness of people writing them. The complexity
of data-driven experiments requires precise descriptions of tools and datasets used in
computations to enable their reproducibility and reuse. Hence, there is a need for
automatically created machine-actionable description of experiments that could improve
the quality of data management plans and reduce effort of their preparation without
influencing research practices. This problem was recognized by the research community
and is being discussed in conferences and venues such as Research Data Alliance.
In this paper we presented our ongoing work on realising the concept of machineactionable data management plans. We analysed existing tools from the domains of
digital preservation, reproducible research, open science, and data repositories that
cover the full data lifecycle. We identified their mapping to the Digital Curation Centre
checklist, which is an aggregation of funders’ requirements and serves as a generic
template for data management plans. We presented lessons learned from the mapping
and described limitations of automation and machine-actionability. As a result, we
defined the requirements for machine-actionable data management plans. Furthermore,
we proposed a data model that can underpin the machine-actionable data management
plans, enabling flexible information integration. The model uses ontologies and is based
on current data management plan themes. It can be extended with existing domain
specific standards. We also provided a discussion of the benefits and new opportunities
represented by maDMPs.
The future and ongoing developments focus on engaging with stakeholders from
various communities to run pilot studies in which the proposed common model is
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extended with the standards identified together with community experts. This will
require mapping of standards and software engineering tasks. Thus, we will evaluate the
proposed approach. We will report back to the community through Research Data
Alliance interest and working groups. We believe that the success of machine-actionable
data management plans requires the joint community effort and depends on broad
acceptance. For this reason we monitor the ongoing work on this and similar topics and
look forward to new cooperation.
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